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ABSTRACT 
 

The article deals with the contradictions between the theory and practice of management science in the conditions of so-called 

“transition model of the economy”. The basic requirements and obligations imposed by the Latvian labour market for managers at 
all levels correlated with program managers for training. However, employers stubbornly assert low management training and 

knowledge about the real business environment. The authors attempt to explain the objective reasons of the gap in the paradigm of 

the existing socio-economic model. 
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1 GENERAL 
 

The practice of management is the functional add-on to traditional activities. In itself, the management as a 

profession in its pure form is missing. Business needs quality management practice, but in most cases the 

management as science, rise scepticism experienced businessmen practitioners. This is expressed in the well-

known phrases: “Who are brought these Universities?” and “They know nothing about the real business”. This 

is the essence of the gap between the theory and practice of management, expressed in a simple formula of 

“theory ≠ practice”. 

By itself, practice of the leader does not give guaranteed success manageability. Need a link and the 

cementing of this success systemizing knowledge and understanding of different cultures and business models. 

Knowledge can be acquired in two ways: by trial and error in the process of practice and theory in the 

framework of the High School. We must not forget that mistakes will cause problems not only for the specific 

managerial practices, but also others, because every action in society, and especially of public-administrative 

action that affects many people. Therefore, society for transfer of the management culture from generation to 

generation it is better to transfer it on the basis of the theory. 

When studying the demand for employees of the Latvian labour market, which are connected with the 

management of any level and decision making basic requirements: higher education; work experience in the 

field and experience in the management/control; independence and autonomy; analytical mind, mature thinking 

and commitment; ability to organize/plan/monitor/administer/develop; motivational skills; ability to make 

decisions, to take responsibility, to argue and present.  

Responsibilities: strategic development and planning; research, analysis and forecasting of the market 

(external environment); ensuring financial performance; management, motivation and development of staff; 

monitoring and coordination of activities (manage connections), to increase its efficiency; delegation of 

authority; organization and support of internal and external relations (communications); creation of new 

processes, their implementation and optimization of existing processes.  

The list of responsibilities consists of subjects and theory taught in the programs of High School. Some 

positions of the list may be provided only by personal qualities of the head, due to personal nature and life 

systems. 
 

2 AXIOMATICALLY THEORY 
 

Administration (Management) theory (as any other theory) is represented as a scientific deterministic process, 

without extremes and hidden mechanisms. Theory is one of the best views of any management functions based 

on rationality, logic and common sense, the system of delegation of authority, etc.  It is worth remembering 

that theoretical is the search for the truth, for the truth's sake, not for profit. Modern practice is largely 

contradicts both logic and truth, in the name of benefits. A common example is the fact that in the absence of a 

clear organizational structure, system of delegation of authority and the production system (in the broad sense) 

the substitution come by personal contacts and relations, the influence of informal “personal” side of the 

relations of production, which undoubtedly affects handling organization. To accuse in this case the theory, at 

least, have nothing. 
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3 THE PRACTICE BECAME THEORY 
 

A number of modern quoted bestsellers in management science that tries to rely practice, written by American 

and European management guru. Having a solid practice behind, they are my observations and the results will 

be transformed into a theory, with its laws and regulations. Being a professional one facet of the business, they 

pull out of context of the entire business known part and describe the success of this theory (technology). 

Disappears holistic perception of the business, with all his contacts and component parts. In addition, as you 

know a simple sum of the parts of the whole, not an integer. 

Second, not less important, reason for the gap is low usefulness of such a theory. This is primarily due to 

the fact that American and European socio-economic models have significant differences from the model of 

“transition economy” in Latvia. On our socio-economic basis such a theory doesn’t give any significant and 

successful benefits of management. In transition economies, there is a search acceptable socio-economic 

model, also accompanied by the transformation of ways of management. Western management model based on 

established principles and norms. Taking unconscious foreign management practices, it is only a copy of 

surface processes without understanding. The slogans of changes may be very bright, but they are destructive 

waves in the organization, which ultimately can destroy it. 
 

4 LOW SCIENTIFIC CULTURE 
 

No filtering pseudo-scientific (scientific simulations) works and theories are in open access and the constantly 

increasing due to global information technologies. Because of the ignorance and low scientific culture is part of 

society, these theories are accepted and they subsequently referenced. Looking at the shelf of bookstores where 

you can buy literature on management. Headers so-called textbooks can be compressed to a few phrases: “self-

management in 30 minutes”, “management for dummies”, etc. The appearance of these books was driven by 

the rise in the popularity of management science, when it began to fill with all sorts of “effective” pseudo 

theories that help to achieve the “good results”. 
 

5 SEMANTICS 
 

The difference in the description and understanding of specific management functions. Semantics is manifested 

in the difference in understanding of the meaning of managerial functions, on the one hand, by the company, 

and on the other hand - by the employee. A special case can serve as an example of how motivational 

management interprets the company and how this function worker understands. The “ideal” theoretical 

understanding motivation often simplified practice before the ordinary “social package”, completely ignoring 

the deep psychological and ideological basis of this important function. The essence and understanding that 

theory is investing in the concept of functions and control processes interpreted and construed freely when 

handling practices. Spoon of tar and adds many theories of management, which in many notions are not 

developed a common operational definition. Practice management looks at the theory through the prism of their 

own understanding of things and personal interests, and therefore sees only what he wants to see. 

As result, we have: the “ideal” of the classical theory, which largely have no relationship with the real 

socio-economic system (that's the real system, but not declarative); “one-sided” the success of one of the many 

practices that rank in theory, but in a strange system giving no fruit; the difference in the understanding and 

interpretation of the notions of management functions. The gap theory and practice will be reduced in the case 

when the control system and the socio-economic system of the state will correlate among themselves. And 

socio-economic system must first be built in the context of the geopolitical realities of understanding of the 

social and historical processes of development. Administration theory to emerge from the peculiarities of 

history and culture management practices, and not just from the borrowed foreign empirical theories, even if 

they are successful. But it doesn’t eliminate the need to learn the theories, practices and model of governance 

that excludes “one-sidedness” knowledge. 

In the process of development of each science sooner or later there is a surplus of the competing theories 

and trends - this is one of the many paradoxes of management science. According to system principle of multi-

polarity impossible to give a complete description of the behaviour of complex non-deterministic system is not 

beyond any single theory. To describe the structure and behaviour of a non-deterministic system must resort to 

multiple approaches, each of which provides a local model [1]. 
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